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ABSTRACT

Interactions of chromatin with the nuclear lamina imposes a radial genome distribution important for
nuclear functions. How physical properties of chromatin affect these interactions is unclear. We used
polymer simulations to model how physical parameters of chromatin affect its interaction with the
lamina. Impact of polymer stiffness is greater than stretching on its configurations at the lamina; these
are manifested as trains describing extended interactions, and loops describing desorbed regions .
Conferring an attraction potential leads to persistent interaction and adsorption-desorption regimes
manifested by fluctuations between trains and loops. These are modulated by polymer stiffness and
stretching, with a dominant impact of stiffness on resulting structural configurations. We infer that
flexible euchromatin is more prone to stochastic interactions with lamins than rigid heterochromatin
characterizing constitutive LADs. Our models provide insights on the physical properties of chromatin
as a polymer which affect the dynamics and patterns of interactions with the nuclear lamina.

Introduction
In the mammalian nucleus, interactions of chromatin
with the nuclear lamina at the nuclear periphery (NP)
provide one mechanism of spatial and temporal con
trol of DNA replication and gene expression [1]. The
nuclear lamina is a meshwork of A-type lamins
(lamins A and C) and B-type lamins (lamins B1 and
B2) which together provide structural rigidity,
mechano-resistance and regulatory functions to the
nucleus [2]. Chromatin–lamina interactions are
mediated by lamina-associated domains (LADs),
regions of typically tens of kilobases (kb) to several
megabases, enriched in silent heterochromatin [3].
Chromatin is also anchored to the nuclear envelope
via interactions with integral proteins of the inner
nuclear membrane [4]. This apparent redundancy in
the anchoring of chromatin to the nuclear periphery,
together with the tissue-specificity of several inner
nuclear membrane proteins [4], the cell type-specific
positioning of chromosomes at the nuclear periphery
[5] and diseases linked to mutations in nuclear envel
ope proteins [6] underscores the importance of
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maintaining a proper radial organization of the gen
ome [1,3,7].
LADs form in both nonrandom and random
manners leading to constitutive LADs (cLADs)
conserved across cell types, and facultative LADs
[8], also called variable LADs (vLADs) [9], that
show some cell type-specificity [8] in response to
differentiation [10–12]. Whereas cLADs appear
to be structurally important for nuclear architec
ture, a proportion of vLADs, such as those asso
ciated with lamin A/C, may play a role in
regulating gene expression in euchromatin con
texts [13–15]. Nevertheless, some vLADs may
arise from spurious lamin-chromatin contacts,
which both imaging and sequencing data at the
single-cell level [16,17] and computational mod
eling [18,19] show can vary greatly between cells
in a population.
Recent findings picture LADs as structurally
and functionally heterogeneous, with subdomains escaping the overall repressive LAD
environment. A number of promoters within
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LADs are active while others are constitutively or
facultatively repressed [20]. Conceptually, LAD
sub-domains may emerge from distinct chromatin
states [20] and from chromatin micro-loops not
bound per se to nuclear lamins [21]. Supporting
the latter, variability in the level of local lamin
enrichment levels within LADs, including local
lamin depletions, is observed not only in cellensemble LAD data [8,18,22,23] but also in singlecell analyses of lamin B1–chromatin interactions
[17]. These observations suggest dynamic associa
tions of chromatin with nuclear lamins. However,
the physical processes driving lamin–chromatin
interactions remain largely unexplored.
One strategy to address this issue is by compu
tational modeling of chromatin-nuclear lamin
interactions. Modeling has been stimulated in
attempts to explain large-scale detachments of
chromatin from the nuclear lamina have been
observed. For instance, reduction of lamin B1
levels during senescence is associated with a loss
of heterochromatin at the nuclear periphery [24–
24–26] including a loss of lamin B1–chromatin
interactions [25,27,28]. In ‘inverted’ nuclei where
heterochromatin aggregates in the nucleus center
while euchromatin localizes toward the periphery,
heterochromatic LADs are also lost due to the
reduction or absence of lamin A/C and/or lamin
B receptor (LBR), an integral protein of the
nuclear envelope [29]. Polymer simulations at
chromosome (megabase) scale predict that
a chromatin polymer interacting with a surface
representing the nuclear lamina can drive com
paction of attached topological domains [30].
Block co-polymer models further show that this
process is favored by homotypic interactions
between heterochromatic domains [31]; interest
ingly, models of inverted nuclei recapitulate chro
matin inversions and the loss of peripheral
heterochromatin [31]. Polymer models can also
provide a physical explanation for phase transi
tions promoting contact or dissociation of chro
matin with/from the nuclear lamina [32]. They
also infer that regions of euchromatin can be
dragged alongside heterochromatin and be coadsorbed onto the interacting surface [32]; this
could provide one explanation for the
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heterogeneity in the sequence and chromatin
composition of LADs [20]. Moreover, by switch
ing off an attraction strength between
a chromatin polymer and the interacting surface,
polymer models predict a decondensation of
chromatin after release from the lamina mani
fested by lost or weakened polymer interactions
[30,31,33]. This however seems to depend on the
scale of the observation (sub-megabase vs. tens of
megabases) and parameters of the models [33].
Simulations of polymer interactions with
a surface provide insights into the properties of
chromatin as a function of its interaction with the
nuclear lamina. However, the genomic scaling of
these models provides no indication on the physi
cal configuration of the chromatin polymer at the
interaction surface at more local levels, and hence
on the heterogeneity of chromatin configurations
at a sub-LAD level. Here, we used a modeling
approach to identify, a sub-LAD scale, physical
parameters of a chromatin chain influencing
recruitment and stable association of domains
with the nuclear lamina.

Materials and methods
A coarse-grained model of chromatin

Our modeling is based on a self-avoiding polymer
model [34] adapted to the genomic length scale of
a sub-LAD segment at the nuclear lamina. We
modeled chromatin as a chain of N = 12 con
nected hard beads of radius rbead = 15 nm (Figure
1a). Based on estimations of chromatin linear
mass density (120–150 bp/nm) [35], genomic
length LG of the modeled fiber is ~40-55 kb,
which we set to 50 kb. This allows us to model
chromatin behavior at the nuclear lamina at
a sub-LAD scale, given a typical LAD size ranging
from >100 kb to several megabases [3]. Note that
genomic scale of our simulations may also model
small LADs or interaction domains, in the tens of
kb range, which have also been reported predo
minantly for A-type lamins [11,14,15,36]. This
small system size also allows statistical sampling
from a high number of simulations to enable
detection of potentially tiny effects of the
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pin the second end of the polymer to NP (bead 12),
we adjusted the code as follows. Bead 12 (unlike
bead 1) is not pinned to NP from the start of the
simulations. Rather, it follows the same initialization
step as all free beads in the chain, and pinning
occurs by applying a full Hamiltonian (see below)
between bead 12 and the position of the second
anchor. Once bead 12 is pinned, Monte Carlo
moves are no longer allowed for this bead but the
free beads in the chain can move and reach any
position relative to NP and the anchors (Figure
1b). Polymer motion is constrained by a sphere
modeling a nucleus of radius rnucleus = 5 µm.
Figure 1. Modeling interactions of chromatin with the nuclear
periphery (NP): polymer configurations and physical parameters
examined. Chromatin is modeled as a polymer (or chain) of 12
beads pinned by (a) one anchor or (b) two anchors to a surface
NP (curved surface) representing the nuclear lamina. The chro
matin polymer is characterized by its contour length LC (here
360 nm), its persistence length LP defining its bending property
(stiffness), and the Euclidian distance dE between the two
anchors along NP. During Monte Carlo simulations, the polymer
may change configuration (arrow) with respect to NP to adopt
tail, train and/or loop configurations. Considering the genomic
scale examined (~50 kb), we model chromatin behavior at the
nuclear lamina at a sub-LAD scale with anchor points recapitu
lating chromatin interactions with lamins within a LAD.

parameters tested. Polymer contour length is thus
LC = 2rbead (N-1) = 360 nm, or ~1 Kuhn length
(twice LP) of the most rigid polymer considered
below.

Configuration of chromatin chain anchoring
to the nuclear periphery
In the model, the polymer is pinned to a hard sur
face NP at one end (bead 1) or both ends (bead 1,
12) of the polymer, with an imposed height h = rbead
= 15 nm above NP. This enables modeling chroma
tin behavior near the nuclear lamina to which
a segment is constrained by one or two anchors
(Figure 1a,b). When simulations include two
anchors, their relative position at NP is defined by
the Euclidean distance dE between them (Figure 1b).
Since we set LC to 360 nm, we probed dE = 50 nm
(relaxed polymer), 100 nm, 200 nm and 300 nm
(stretched polymer) to allow fluctuations of the
chain in a broad range of stretching conditions. To

Hamiltonian governing the system
Thermal fluctuations of the polymer depend on its
persistence length LP ¼ κ=kB T, which defines its
bending properties, where κ is the bending modulus,
kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature
[37]. LP depends on DNA structure and chromatin
compaction, with estimates ranging from ~50 nm
for double-stranded DNA to >300 nm for more
compact or heterogeneous structures [38–41]
(Supplementary information 1). Given the hetero
geneity of chromatin compaction in the nucleus
[42], we examined LP = 5, 50, 100 and 200 nm to
explore the influence of polymer stiffness on its
interaction with NP. The torsional degree of free
dom was omitted because it plays no direct role in
the present work. Local stiffness and connectivity of
the chain are ensured by a full Hamiltonian H,
which consists of three terms governing the system:
H ¼ UBending þ UStretching þ USelf

Avoiding

(1)

Ubending is the bending energy expressed by intro
ducing the angle between three successive beads.
The bending energy term is:
UBending ði 1; i; i þ 1Þ
�
��!�
LP kB T X
r�i�!
1;i :ri;iþ1
¼
1
ri 1;i ri;iþ1
2rbead

(2)

where LP kB T=2rbead controls the strength of the
bending potential, r�i�!
1;i with i = 1, . . .,N is the
vector connecting the center of bead i-1 and bead
i, and ri 1;i is its norm.
UStretching describes the potential energy corre
sponding to the stretching force applied to
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consecutive beads to maintain continuity of the
�2
chain [34]:
P !
ri r�!
iþ1 2rbead
UStretching ði; i þ 1Þ ¼ LrP3kB T
(3)
bead
where 2rbead is the equilibrium length of a chain
segment (here, two bead radii).
USelf Avoiding accounts for the excluded volume,
and is the sum of two repulsive potentials: the
purely
repulsive
Weeks-Chandler-Andersen
potential ULJ [43], and the sum of interactions
between beads and NP. The potential ULJ was
designed to model excluded volume interactions
by a short-range repulsive force between noncon
secutive beads. Thus, only the repulsive part of
a truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones potential
is taken into account:
ULJ ði; jÞ ¼

�� �
8
12
<4 2
σ
:

2

ri;j

0

� �6
σ
ri;j

�
þ 14

; ri;j � 21=6 σ

(4)

; ri;j > 21=6 σ

here σ is the collision diameter with 2rbead ¼ 21=6 σ,
and 2 is the depth of the potential with 2¼ kB T.
Equation 3 states that the center-to-center distance
between any two beads cannot be less than the
bead diameter. Lastly, the interaction between
beads and NP is designed to retain any bead trying
to escape the nucleus space by a restoring force
2
modeled as a spring of stiffness kB T=rbead
.

Modeling polymer behavior near a surface fitted
with an attraction potential

When relevant, we promoted polymer adsorption
by conferring NP with an attraction potential
toward
the
chromatin
polymer.
When
a monomer is in the nucleus space, it experiences
an isotropic osmotic pressure from its neighbor
hood. Close to NP, this pressure becomes aniso
tropic and the monomer experiences a net
depletion force pushing it toward NP [44]. Its
range is nanometric, defined by the typical mole
cular size in a crowded environment, and set here
to the bead radius. This can be modeled as an
attraction potential in the order of the thermal
energy kB T [45]. We modeled this as a shortrange 12–6 Lennard-Jones potential used in mod
eling chromatin–lamina interactions [32]. This
was done using a modified 10–4 Lennard-Jones
potential, obtained by integration of the 12–6
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Lennard-Jones interactions over a spherical neu
tral surface [46]:
ULJ ði; jÞ ¼ 4
2π

Rc
ri

1
5

"�
Rc

�10

σ
ri

�

σ
Rc þ r i

�10 #

2ads
2

"�

�4

σ
Rc

ri

�

σ
Rc þ ri

�4 #!

(5)

where the attractive sphere radius is
Rc ¼ rnucleus rbead , ri is the distance of the center
of bead i to the nucleus center, 2ads is the attrac
tion strength of the surface, set here to 0.005, 0.01,
0.05, 0.1 and 1; σ ¼ rbead and 2¼ 1kB T.

Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation
Out-of-equilibrium dynamics is explored through
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. Energy variation
at each step must satisfy ΔU � kB T [47]. In
a simulation, a Monte Carlo algorithm ensures
movement of a free bead in the chain.
A Metropolis criterion is applied, where the prob
ability of accepting changes from a Monte Carlo
Step ðMCStepÞðiÞto MCStepði þ 1Þ equals 1 if
energy in MCStepði þ 1Þ is lower than energy in
MCStepðiÞ,
and
expð βðE½MCStepði þ 1Þ� E½MCStepðiÞ�ÞÞ if not
[48]. At each MCStep, a move dr is attempted for
a random bead among the free beads and accepted
if compatible with the energy requirement. This
move is made by displacing a bead randomly
within a sphere of radius Rmove = rbead/5 [34]
centered on bead position. A Monte Carlo sweep
(MCSweep) is a sequence of MCSteps where on
average each bead moves once per MCSweep.
One simulation consists of 5 × 108 MCSweeps,
enabling sufficient space exploration by the poly
mer. We associated the duration of displacements
for each MCSweep to a diffusion constant charac
terizing the motion of chromatin near NP extra
polated from a previous study [49] (10−4 µm2/s).
Using this approximation, we calculated the max
imal magnitude of displacement at each MCSweep
to be dr = 3 nm and the duration of each
MCSweep to be dt = 0.09 s. To initialize the simu
lation, each bead center is positioned 15 nm above
NP, forming a straight chain. The preequilibration phase (5x106 MCSweeps) is removed
from downstream analyses. Resulting values are
obtained from configuration sampling every 1000
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MCSweeps and are an average (± s.e.m.) of three
independent simulations.
Data viewing
Plots were generated using Mathematica v11
under IRSAMC license No. 4730–0161.
Results
Experimental conditions

We addressed how chromatin-lamina interaction
constraints impact chromatin conformation at a subLAD scale at a nuclear periphery NP (see Figure 1).
We modeled a chromatin fiber of genomic length
LG = 50 kb as a polymer of 12 connected beads
(i = 1–12), of fixed contour length LC = 360 nm,
and of stiffness increasing from a flexible chain (LP
= 5 nm) to a near-rigid chain (LP = 200 nm). The
chain contained one or two beads pinned to the
surface NP (i = 1 or i = 1, 12) with increasing
Euclidean distance between them (dE = 50–300 nm),
resulting in a relaxed chain (dE = 50 nm) or stretched
chain (dE = 300 nm). Given the range of chromatin
persistence lengths reported in the literature for var
ious degrees of DNA or chromatin compaction
(Supplementary information 1), the data generated
in this study for LP = 5 nm (flexible chain) or 50 nm
(semi-flexible chain) may be interpreted as the beha
vior of euchromatic domains interacting with
lamins, either as narrow euchromatic LADs
[11,14,15,36] or as micro-domains of lamin interac
tion within LADs [21]. Larger polymer persistence
lengths (LP = 100 or 200 nm) likely model the
behavior of heterochromatin at the nuclear lamina,
as found in bona fide LADs.
Behavior of the chromatin chain anchored to
a neutral surface

Distances between beads and NP
Considering NP as a surface with no attraction
potential, we examined bead-NP distances as
a function of bead position along the chain,
chain stiffness, number of anchors and distance
dE between them. Since our simulations occur
within a rigid/semi-flexible system, we first estab
lished chain behavior with a theoretical rigid limit

LP (Supplementary Information 2;
where LC
Figure 2a; black line). For one-anchor chains,
increasing polymer stiffness leads to increasing
bead-NP distances tending toward a rigid rod
exploring the accessible space Figure 2a). With
two anchors, bead-NP distance adopts a nearly
symmetrical profile from the chain mid-point
(Figure 2b; Figure S1a). With increasing rigidity,
we detect more abrupt changes. Increasing dE low
ers bead-NP distances for each bead as configura
tions become constrained near NP by stretching.
Simulations also reflect a behavior transition
between dE = 200 and 300 nm (Figure 2c). For
dE = 300 nm (stretched polymer), bead-NP dis
tance is larger for a flexible chain (LP = 5 nm) than
for semi-flexible chain (LP = 50 nm; Figure 2c).
This suggests that between dE = 200 and 300 nm,
the impact of dE dominates over that of LP in
determining polymer proximity to NP.
These data indicate that as expected, a flexible
chain can exhibit greater distances to NP than
a more rigid polymer; however, for a relatively
stretched polymer, stretching may override the
impact of polymer stiffness on this behavior. We
imply that a euchromatic domain may explore
a greater space near the nuclear lamina than
a more rigid heterochromatic domain – here
assuming that no ‘force’ is exerted between chro
matin and the lamina. If chromatin is stretched
along the lamina, however, the impact of chroma
tin rigidity is minimal relative to its stretch.
Tail-train-loop configurations at NP
Polymer configurations near NP can be
described as sequences of tails, trains and/or
loops (see Figure 1). A tail represents a fully des
orbed segment with one anchored end. A train
represents one anchored bead or a sequence of
consecutive beads adsorbed to NP with a distance
from bead center to NP surface ≤30 nm (one bead
radius plus a 15-nm adsorption zone from NP).
A loop consists of contiguous desorbed beads
separated by two trains (or anchors). At each
iteration, multiple polymer segments can be in
train or loop configurations, but at equilibrium,
only one or zero tail can by definition be found in
chains with one or two anchors, respectively. To
characterize polymer configurations near NP, we
analyzed the propensity of each bead along the
chain to be in a tail, train or loop configuration.
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Figure 2. Behavior of a polymer pinned by one or two anchors to a surface NP without attraction potential. This experiment models
the space explored (distance to NP) by a chromatin polymer anchored at one or both ends to a surface representing the nuclear
lamina devoid of any attraction strength toward the polymer. (a) Mean distance from bead center to NP along the polymer, with
bead 1 as the sole anchor. Gray shades represent increasing polymer stiffness LP (legend bottom right), from flexible (LP = 5 nm) to
near-rigid (LP = 200 nm). (b) Mean distance from bead center to NP along a polymer anchored at both ends (beads 1 and 12) to NP,
with a Euclidian distance between them of (i) dE = 50 nm (relaxed polymer) and (ii) dE = 300 nm (stretched polymer). Data for other
dE values are shown in Figure S1a. In (a) and (b), black lines represent the theoretical rigid approximation (see Supplemental
information 2); gray shades represent increasing LP; lines connect data points for LP = 5 nm for clearer visualization of the trends. (c)
Distance from bead center to NP as a function of Euclidian distance dE between anchors, for increasing polymer stiffness LP (gray
shades) and at indicated bead position i along the chain (top). Given approximations of LP as a function of chromatin compaction
(Supplemental information 1), our simulations model chromatin behavior at the nuclear periphery for euchromatic domains (LP = 5
and 50 nm) and heterochromatic domains (LP = 100 and 200 nm).

In simulations with one anchor (Figure 3a), the
frequency of being in tail increases along the chain
and tail is the dominant configuration irrespective
of LP. Further, the highest frequencies of being in
train occur near the anchor (bead 2–3) and train
frequency decreases along the polymer indepen
dently of LP. Lastly, loop frequency is highest near
the anchor, highest for a flexible chain (LP = 5 nm)
and decreases with increasing chain stiffness in
favor of tails. Thus with one anchor, the main
geometry of the polymer is a tail, or a desorbed
segment away from the interaction surface.
We next examined the number of tail-train-loop
configurations and the number of beads in each
configuration, i.e. the size of these configurations.
For a semi-flexible chain (LP = 50 nm), most struc
tures adopt a configuration of 0 loop, 1 train and 1
tail (Figure 3b), with the train mostly containing 1 or
2 beads (Figure 3c). This short train-long tail config
uration also prevails with increasing polymer stiff
ness (Figure S1b,c). However, along a more flexible
chain (LP = 5 nm), while 60% of the structures adopt

a short train-long tail configuration, ~30% display 1
loop and 2 trains (Figure S1b), each mainly contain
ing one or two beads (Figure S1c). This reveals a low
frequency of transitions between train-tail and trainloop configurations in the most flexible polymers
across simulations.
With two anchors, the only allowed tail-trainloop configurations are trains and loops (Figure
3di,ii; Figure S1d). Beads contiguous with the
anchors display the most variable tail-train-loop
configurations, with a 50% train or loop frequency.
Progression away from the anchors along the
chain is accompanied by a decreasing propensity
to be in a train, and train frequency in the middle
of the chain decreases with increasing polymer
stiffness Lp and distance dE between the anchors
(Figure 3di,ii; Figure S1d). Interestingly,
a stretched polymer (dE = 300 nm), especially
when semi-flexible (LP = 50 nm), shows increased
fluctuations between loops and trains (Figure
3dii). Thus, a polymer with two anchors favors
loops over trains, and stiffness and stretching
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Figure 3. Tail-train-loop configurations of a chromatin polymer pinned at one or both ends to a neutral surface NP. This experiment
models the conformations of a chromatin polymer anchored at one or both ends to a nuclear lamina devoid of attraction strength,
at the end of simulations. (a) Percentage of structures with a tail (gray), train (red) and loop (blue) configuration as a function of
bead position along the chain (x axis), with one anchor to NP (bead 1). Increasing color intensity depicts increasing polymer stiffness
LP (legend). Train configurations being insensitive to LP, the red symbols appear superimposed. Lines are shown for data points at LP
= 5 nm (modeling a flexible chromatin chain) for easier visualization of the trends. (b,c) Percentage of one-anchor point structures
with (b) the indicated number of tails, trains and loops (x axis) and (c) the indicated number of beads in each of these tail (gray),
train (red) and loop (blue) configurations. (d) Percentage of structures with a tail, train, loop configuration for a polymer pinned at
both ends to NP (bead 1, 12), as a function of polymer stiffness LP (color intensity; legend). Data are shown separately for two
Euclidian distances along NP: (i) dE = 50 nm (relaxed chain) and (ii) dE = 300 nm (stretched chain). Data for other dE values are shown
in Figure S1b. Lines connect data points for LP = 5 nm (flexible chain) for clearer visualization of the trends. (e,f) Percentage of twoanchor point structures with (e) the indicated number of configuration and (e) the indicated number of beads in each configuration
as in (b) and (c); shown for two examples of LP (a flexible chain with LP = 5 nm and a semi-flexible chain with LP = 50 nm), and two
dE conditions (a relaxed chain with dE = 50 nm and a stretched chain with dE = 300 nm). Impact of polymer flexibility dominates
over polymer stretching on its configurations at NP. We infer that chromatin stiffness influences contacts with the lamina to
a greater extent than how stretched the chromatin domain is: greater flexibility, such as in euchromatin relative to heterochromatin,
favors multiple interaction configurations at the lamina.

influence these configurations, further promoting
loops.
Examination of the number of trains and loops
along the chain and of the number of beads
involved in these configurations shows that, for
semi-flexible or rigid polymers (LP = 50–200 nm),
with close or distant anchors, the main structure
consists of 2 trains of 2 beads (the anchor and the
adjacent bead) and 1 loop of 7–10 beads for dE ≤

200 nm (Figure 3ei,3fi; Figure S2), or fewer for
stretched polymers with dE = 300 nm (Figure
3eii,3fii; Figure S2g,h). With flexible polymers
(LP = 5 nm), we note a higher frequency of 3
trains – 2 loops configurations (Figure 3eii;
Figure S2a,c,e,g). The number of beads in loops
is also more homogeneously distributed along the
chain (Figure 3fii) regardless of stretching (Figure
S2b,d,f,h). These results indicate a dominant
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impact of polymer flexibility over stretching on its
configuration at NP.
We may infer from these findings that stiffness
a chromatin domain near the nuclear lamina influ
ences its contacts with the lamina to a greater
extent than how stretched the domain is: greater
chromatin flexibility, such as of euchromatic rela
tive to heterochromatin, favors multiple configura
tions at the lamina.
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comparative frequency F of being in a given tailtrain-loop configuration, as:

Polymer behavior near a surface fitted with an
attraction potential

Ftail=train=loop ¼ hFtrain i hFother i
(5)
where Ftrain is the frequency of all free beads to be
in a train, and Fother is the frequency of being in
other configurations, i.e. (Floop + Ftail) for 1
anchor, and Floop for 2 anchors. We arbitrarily
defined three adsorption/desorption regimes as
adsorption when Ftail/train/loop > 50%, adsorptiondesorption when 0 < Ftail/train/loop ≤ 50%, and des
orption when Ftail/train/loop ≤ 0. Results are sum
marized in Figure 4c.

Definition of adsorption and desorption regimes
Since no stable polymer interaction with NP
occurred in our previous simulations, we pro
moted polymer adsorption to NP by providing
NP with an attraction potential. This was moti
vated by observations that, while random encoun
ters of chromatin with the lamina may occur in the
nucleus, chromatin–lamin interactions are
mediated by protein factors and/or chromatin
states [4,9,29,50,51]. When a polymer experiences
a short-range attraction by a wall, it can be
adsorbed according to an attraction strength εads
[52]. We defined a polymer adsorption behavior
by the proportion of the polymer interacting with
NP; this results from a competition between
attraction potential which favors adsorption, and
entropic repulsion which favors a desorbed state.
We characterized adsorption/desorption transi
tions as a function of εads.
Bead trajectories as distances to NP in a chain
with one anchor show that displacement is
strongly influenced by attraction potential in
a stiffness (LP)-dependent manner (Figure S3;
shown for bead i = 6). Density of adsorbed states
increases with increasing εads, and as expected
a strong attraction potential abolishes polymer
fluctuations.
We next determined the total number of beads
in tail-train-loop configurations as a function of
attraction potential. A potential promotes a train
configuration at the expense of tails or loops
(Figure 4a,b); this is enhanced with increasing
polymer stiffness (Figure 4a,b, red lines). Further
stretching the polymer exacerbates this behavior
(Figure 4b). From this information, we defined
adsorption/desorption regimes by calculating the

Characterization of adsorption and desorption
regimes
Based on the above classification, we find that simula
tions with εads = 1 elicit a strong adsorption regime
regardless of the number of anchors, polymer stiffness
LP and distance dE between anchors (Figure 4c;
Figure S4a,b) in all structures (Figure 5a,b; Figure
S5a,b). εads = 0.1 also induces strong adsorption
(Figure 4c) but enables tiny fluctuations between
trains and loops regardless of the number of anchors,
LP and dE (Figure 5a,b; Figure S4a,b; Figure S5a,b).
εads = 0.05 also promotes adsorption, particularly in
more rigid and stretched polymers (Figure 4c, red
cells; Figure 5a,b; Figure S5a,b). Under these condi
tions, adsorption limits looping and dissociation from
NP is essentially suppressed. εads = 0.05 elicits adsorp
tion–desorption transitions in flexible and semi-rigid
polymers (LP 5–50 nm) (Figure 4c, yellow cells), with
configurations oscillating between trains and loops
(Figure 5a,b; Figure S4a,b; Figure S5a,b). Greater
chain flexibility increases the propensity of forming
multiple trains with no preferential position along the
chain (Figure S6a,b; compare, e.g. LP = 5 and
100 nm).
Lowering the attraction potential to εads = 0.01
promotes adsorption or adsorption–desorption tran
sition regimes for the most rigid or stretched poly
mers (Figure 4c, yellow cells), yet most reveal
complete chain desorption irrespective of polymer
properties (green cells). Further lowering εads to
0.005 leads to desorption when the chain is nonflexible (LP > 5 nm) and stretched (dE = 300 nm;
Figure 4c, yellow cells; Figure 5a,b; Figure S4a,b;
Figure S5a,b). With two anchors, increasing polymer
flexibility also favors multiple trains (Figure S6c,d;
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Figure 4. Polymer configurations at a surface NP fitted with an attraction potential toward the chromatin polymer. This experiment
tests the effect of introducing a variable attraction force in the nuclear lamina on the conformation of chromatin at the lamina (in
the form of tail, trains or loops) and on the size of these configurations (number of polymer beads). (a,b) Number of beads in tailtrain-loop configurations as a function of attraction strength (x axis) and polymer stiffness (LP; gray, red and blue shades; legend) in
simulations with (a) one anchor point and (b) two anchor points and indicated dE between them. (c) Definition of polymer
adsorption/desorption regimes at NP from the proportion of beads in a tail-train-loop configuration (Ftail/train/loop = <Ftrain> – <Fother
>), with: adsorption when Ftail/train/loop > 50% (red), adsorption-desorption transitions when 0 < Ftail/train/loop ≤ 50% (yellow), and
desorption when Ftail/train/loop ≤ 0 (green). Numbers are Ftail/train/loop in percent of the modeled structures. We refer to Supplementary
information 1 to relate chromatin polymer stiffness (LP) to chromatin compaction in the nucleus. While low persistence length (LP
= 5–50 nm; (semi)-flexible polymer) characterizes euchromatin, elevated persistence lengths (LP = 100–200 nm; semi-flexible to rigid
polymer) are properties of heterochromatin. We infer that regardless of the number of anchors, euchromatin is more prone than
heterochromatin to stochastic associations with the lamina (modeled as adsorption-desorption regimes) even when it is stretched.

compare LP = 5 and 100 nm; Figure S6e,f). Below
adsorption–desorption transition regimes, loops
merge with other loops or with a tail due to the release
of adsorbed segments (trains) from the now non-

attractive surface. Lastly, with two anchors, increasing
the distance dE between them favors adsorption even
in a flexible polymer with εads as low as 0.01 (see
Figure 4c).
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Figure 5. Tail-train-loop configurations at a surface NP fitted with varying attraction potentials. This experiment determines the conforma
tions of a chromatin chain (tail, trains and loops) anchored at one or both ends to the lamina which here is fitted with a variable attraction
potential (εads). A strong potential (εads = 1; top graphs) stably attracts the whole chain to the surface, while a very weak potential (εads = 0.005;
bottom graphs) exerts a minimal, if any, effect. (a) Percentage of beads in tail-train-loop configurations (legend) in simulations with one
anchor point, as a function of bead position along the chain (x axis), attraction potential (εads = 0.005–1) and chain stiffness LP (legend). (b)
Same as in (a) for a polymer with two anchor points and as a function of dE; (i) dE = 50 nm; (ii) dE = 300 nm. Lines connect data points for LP
= 5 nm for clearer visualization of the trends (tail, train, loop). The data demonstrate the requirement for an attraction potential to generate
long-lasting interactions with NP, and that these involve cooperative recruitment of neighboring beads. Propensity for cooperative
recruitment is exacerbated by polymer stiffness and stretching. Implications are that, at the genomic scale examined here, recruitment of
chromatin to the nuclear lamina invokes extensions of existing LADs (or of lamina-bound sites within LADs). This recruitment is enhanced for
heterochromatic domains such as those found in bona fide LADs.
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We infer from these findings that regardless of
the number of anchors to the lamina, a flexible
euchromatic domain is more prone than a more
rigid heterochromatic domain to undergo stochastic
associations (modeled as adsorption-desorption
regimes) even when it is stretched along the lamina.
Discussion
We have examined to what extent the physical
properties of a polymer modeling a chromatin seg
ment at kilobase scale influence interactions with
a surface NP representing the nuclear lamina. We
show a dominant effect of polymer stiffness over
stretching on its mode of interaction with NP, and
infer from our models that a flexible euchromatin
domain exhibits more stochastic interactions with
the lamina than stiffer heterochromatin domains
characterizing cLADs. We show that conferring an
attraction potential to NP [53] is necessary to elicit
long-lasting interactions, in line with modeling
predictions of chromatin-lamina associations at
much larger genomic scales [30–33]. Tuning this
potential promotes full adsorption of the chain,
complete desorption, or adsorption-desorption
regimes manifested by fluctuations between train
and loop configurations along the chain.
Physical considerations of our models

In a desorption regime, loops merge with other loops
or with a tail as interacting domains (trains) are
released from the surface. A simple scaling argument
can account for this [52]. When the polymer is
adsorbed, energy gain is in the order of N2ads kB T.
For a polymer with pinned ends, entropic cost of
adsorption is only caused by the loss of internal
degrees of freedom as there is no translational entropy
when the polymer is desorbed. Entropy loss is in the
order of NK kB T, where NK ¼ LC =ð2LP Þ is the num
ber of Kuhn segments in the chain. In a rigid polymer
� LP), this entropic cost is in the order of kB T.
(LC ,
Under these conditions, adsorption is favored when
� 1=N, which sets a lower εads threshold leading
2ads ,
to adsorption. With two anchors, increasing the
Euclidian distance dE between them favors adsorption
even for a flexible polymer and with a weak attraction
potential ( kB T per bead). This can again be explained

by entropy reduction under adsorption. When dE is
close to the contour length LC, the chain is stretched
and when desorbed, its fully accessible fluctuation
modes consist of several short-range adsorbed and
desorbed segments. There, entropy loss upon adsorp
tion is in the order of a few kB T even for a flexible
chain. Without attraction potential, no significant
enhancement in polymer–surface interactions occurs
upon stretching, confirming the central role of an
attraction force, even weak, in eliciting long-lasting
interactions.
We have limited our simulations to 12-bead chains
to enable frequent statistical sampling with high pre
cision. Examining longer chains would however be
useful to model entire LADs. One may speculate on
features of such models, considering a 2-anchor and
non-stretched polymer (stretching is not the most
critical parameter governing polymer behavior at
NP; this study) with LP ~100 nm (a typical value for
chromatin) and of contour length LC LP and dE. We
anticipate that cooperative contacts with the lamina
close to the anchors would similarly occur, while midchain contacts, reflecting chromatin–lamina interac
tions far away from anchors, would be more frequent.
For non-stretched chains, mid-chain contact features
are expected to be independent of chain length pro
vided that it is longer than LP. Of note, our simula
tions with LP = 100 nm, dE = 50 nm and εads = 0.05 or
0.1 (Figure S6e,f) show that the most frequent out
comes are simultaneous adsorption of all beads, or 1
loop and 2 trains of typically ≤ 6 beads. Trains cannot
be much shorter than LP as this would require strong
bending of the chain, which is energetically unfavor
able. In addition, we do not expect trains to be longer
in longer chains because trains result from local coop
erative bead adsorption non-correlated over long dis
tances. Similarly, in the range of our parameters,
typical loop size is ≤6 beads, which is much shorter
than chain length; thus, we anticipate that increasing
chain length would not significantly affect this loop
size. However, in longer chains, we could expect
several loops ‘sliding’ between the anchors, with sev
eral mid-chain contacts (see also below).

Biological implications of our models

Without attraction potential, only short-lived ran
dom polymer encounters with NP occur, while
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interactions can be modulated by tuning
a potential. Our results recapitulate observations
that variable chromatin-lamin contacts occur
between cells in a population [17]. In line with
our models, more stable interactions, such as in
cLADs, require proteins in the inner nuclear mem
brane, the nuclear lamina or chromatin, such as
LBR, LEM-domain proteins, lamin A/C [29] or
barrier-to-autointegration factor [54]. The attrac
tion potential conferred to our models globally
represents the range of factors required to address
or anchor loci to the nuclear envelope
[4,5,9,51,55–57].
Single-cell analysis of lamin B1–chromatin
interaction reveals significant cell-to-cell variation
in LADs [17]. Chromatin-lamin contact frequen
cies vary across the genome, being lowest at
vLADs and in gene-rich regions, a hallmark of
euchromatin, and highest in heterochromatic and
gene-poor LADs [17]. The single-cell data are con
sistent with our modeling outcomes: these high
light the greater propensity of a flexible/semiflexible chain (modeling euchromatin) to display
dynamic adsorption–desorption transitions with
a ‘lamina’ and to interact at multiple and nonpreferred positions along the chain, than a rigid
polymer. In contrast, under similar adsorptiondesorption regimes, a more rigid polymer model
ing heterochromatin is more prone to undergo
long-lasting interactions involving larger domains.
Stochasticity in configurations of flexible chroma
tin polymer models at the lamina therefore con
cords with the variability of lamin interactions in
euchromatic parts of the genome [8,10,11,36,58].
Supporting our polymer models, restrain-based 3D
genome models [18,19] also predict more varie
gated positioning of euchromatic domains at the
nuclear periphery across models, recapitulating the
cell-to-cell variability in lamin-chromatin contacts.
Our data argue that the interaction of
a chromatin polymer with the nuclear lamina is
seeded from the anchors and invokes cooperative
recruitment of neighboring beads. In a nucleus
context, our models are supported by observations
that most of the variability of vLADs invokes
extensions of already existing LADs [9–11,58,59]
or lamina-bound chromatin regions within LADs,
rather than binding of domains distant from exist
ing anchors. Our models infer that this
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cooperative recruitment is enhanced with more
rigid heterochromatin domains such as those in
bona fide LADs; it is also favored by polymer
stretching, altogether demonstrating an interplay
between attraction potential, persistence length
and distance between anchors. This suggests that
the physical properties of chromatin at the tens of
kb scale influence the parameters required for
association with the nuclear lamina. Supporting
this view, local transcriptional and epigenetic
environments [13,15] modulate chromatin con
tacts with lamins.
Euchromatin, which has lower LP than hetero
chromatin [35] and is therefore more flexible, can
also interact with lamins [11,13–15]. Our simula
tions show that a polymer of low persistence
length displays more structural variability at NP
than a more rigid polymer modeling
a heterochromatin domain. This is manifested in
our simulations by enhanced fluctuations between
train and loop configurations. Similarly, the smal
ler LP, the greater the propensity to form multiple
trains. These results concur with observations that
lamin interactions with euchromatin are more
variable than heterochromatic LADs [11,14,15].
Our study at kilobase scale raises the issue of
whether a LAD consists of a domain, which wholly
interacts with the lamina or rather consists of
smaller domains that associate/dissociate with/
from the lamina within a LAD [3]. Under condi
tions of adsorption-desorption regimes (fluctua
tions between trains and loops), our data are
compatible with several models of chromatin–
lamin interactions (Figure 6). (i) Many stochastic
interactions can occur along a given polymer seg
ment; this is only possible for flexible polymers (LP
LC) and is supported by simulations revealing
two (as opposed to one) prevailing configurations
(2 trains-1 loop and 3 trains-2 loops). In
a chromatin context, our simulation may therefore
model lamin interactions with euchromatic subLAD domains [20], punctual sites of phosphory
lated lamin A interaction with enhancers [15],
dynamic euchromatic lamin A/C-chromatin inter
actions [11,36], transient euchromatin interactions
with lamin B1 during the circadian cycle [58], or
interactions of lamin B1 with gene-rich euchro
matic regions in senescent cells [27]. (ii) Repeated
adsorption/desorption transitions can occur along
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Figure 6. Interpretations of polymer simulations on chromatin configurations at the nuclear lamina. The genomic scale of our
models (~50 kb) predicts chromatin behavior at the lamina within LADs rather than the behavior of entire LADs. We note however
that simulations may also model narrow LADs of < 100 kb [11,14,15,36]. Monte Carlo simulations of the behavior of chromatin
anchored at both ends to the lamina reveal various configurations depending on the ‘attraction strength’ of the system. A strong
attraction potential induces a strong adsorption regime where the entire chromatin segment fully interacts with the lamina as
a single ‘train’ (Adsorption). The absence of, or a very weak, attraction strength results in a desorbed chromatin segment which is
only pined to the lamina by the preexisting anchors (Desorption). Within a LAD, such desorbed regions model a micro-loop domain
of chromatin not bound to lamins, a configuration which has been as proposed earlier [21] and supported by the genomic and
biochemical heterogeneity of LADs [20]. Between these adsorption and desorption extremes, weak but significant attraction
potentials result in chromatin adsorption-desorption transition regimes. These can be interpreted as (i) many short-lived stochastic
chromatin interactions with the lamina at any position along the segment (left); here, LP is greatly inferior to the chromatin contour
length LC, which characterizes euchromatin. (ii) Lamina contacts and releases of an entire chromatin segment occur (except at the
anchors), yielding a ‘breathing’ pattern (middle). (iii) Lamina contacts with and releases of sub-domains of relatively constant size but
at varying positions occur along the segment, hence a ‘sliding loop’ pattern (right). The latter patterns are observed with LP
approximating or greater than LC, modeling the behavior of a typical heterochromatic LAD sub-domain.

the chain, giving rise to a polymer ‘breathing’
pattern; this view emerges from one dominant
configuration (2 trains-1 loop) in simulations
with stretched and semi-flexible to rigid polymers.
The number of beads in these configurations is
homogeneously distributed along the chain,
demonstrating variability in the length of these
configurations. This could plausibly model rhyth
mic associations of chromatin with the lamina
[58]. (iii) Lastly, a loop can form at various posi
tions along the chain, yielding 2 trains-1 loop
configurations of essentially constant lengths, sug
gesting a ‘loop sliding’ pattern between the
anchors; this is also valid for a stretched or near
� LC). As discussed earlier, in
rigid polymer (LP ,
the range the parameters explored in this study, we
speculate that increasing chain length would not
significantly affect the maximum loop size
observed in simulations; however, in longer
chains, we anticipate several loops ‘sliding’
between the anchors, with several mid-chain con
tacts. Altogether, our modeling data predict that
transitions in chromatin configurations at the
nuclear lamina are modulated by an interplay
between an ‘attraction strength’ with the nuclear

envelope, chromatin stiffness and Euclidian dis
tance between existing chromatin anchors.
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